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In our new covid world it is such a pleasure
that we deliver this event right here in
Cambridge after such a period of
uncertainty. It is such a great opportunity
for our best Elites and Para-Cycling riders to
have an opportunity to showcase their talent
here in the Waikato, at the Cambridge Grand
Prix.

I want to acknowledge and thank our Events
team, Cycling New Zealand Commissaires,
and the numerous dedicated volunteers
whose passion and commitment mean we
can deliver this event. Your continued
commitment to our sport is greatly
appreciated. 

Our gratitude is also extended to our key
sponsors and partners without whose
support we could not deliver this event to
the standard we want. Thank you so much
for your continued passion you bring to our
sport. 

For those of you who will join us in the
stands, it is my hope that you will enjoy the
opportunity of seeing our future champions,
past world champions and future Olympians
and Paralympians compete for national
honours over the course of these 3 days.

Best of luck to all riders!

PHIL  HOLDEN
CHAIR
CYCLING NEW ZEALAND

EVENT ORGANISERS

CYCLING NEW
ZEALAND

In a year that has seen many challenges for
holding sporting events, it will  be exciting to 
have New Zealand's top track cyclists lining  
up against our emerging future champions to 
race on the boards of the Grassroots Trust
Velodrome in Cambridge. 

To see the development of rider’s skills and
endurance in  technical events bodes well for
the future of track racing in New Zealand and
possible representation on the world stage.
 
We extend our thanks to the event and team
officials and our Commissaires, all of whom
are volunteering their time to ensure the
event happens. We are grateful for the
support of the people here this weekend but
also to the hundreds of volunteers who work
tirelessly behind the scene at club events
around the country. Volunteers are truly the
backbone of cycling in this country.
 
We wish all the riders the best of luck and a
safe and successful competition and to the
spectators we hope you enjoy the exciting
racing.

ERIN CRIGL INGTON
PRESIDENT
CYCLING NEW ZEALAND RTX

WELCOME
Kia ora and Tena koutou,
Welcome to the Cambridge Grand
Prix Track Cycling Carnival  at the
Grassroots Trust Velodrome.

On behalf of the Cycling New
Zealand RTX Council, I offer you
all a warm welcome to the
Cambridge Grand Prix Track
Cycling Carnival.



The Keirin was created in the 1940s as the Japanese
version of the traditional sprint event. It features up
to seven riders over 1500m (six laps). A special
motorised bike called a Derny paces the riders for the
first three laps gradually notching up the speed from
30km/h to 50km/h, during which time the riders jostle
for the best position but are unable to overtake or
overlap the Derny. With three laps remaining the
Derny pulls off to the side of the track and the
spectacular and frenetic sprint is on. The first rider
across the line is declared the winner.

Both a tactical and high-speed battle the individual
sprint captures the essence of track cycling. Held
over three laps, the head-to-head battle will see one
rider designated to lead out. The key to success in
match-racing is surprising the opponent with sudden
and dramatic changes of speed, stand-still attempts
and feints in an effort to manoeuvre themselves into
the most favourable position before launching into
an explosive sprint for the line. The first rider across
the line wins the race. From the quarterfinals on, the
outcome is decided by a best of three series.
Riders obtain a seeding through the qualifying
200m flying time trial and from that stage they
race head to head.

The scratch race is an endurance event where
the first rider across the line wins the race. At
the start, half of the field lines up on the rail,
while the rest are held on the black line at the
bottom of the track. Riders take a neutralised
lap to ensure the field is together before the
race begins. Riders can attempt to take a lap on
the rest of the field.

EVENT PROFILES

A points race is a mass start race where sprints for points
occur every 10 laps. Points are for first, second, third and
fourth each sprint, with double points on the final sprint.

Riders win or lose 20 points by gaining or losing a lap. The
winner is the rider with the most points accumulated at the

finish.
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The individual pursuit (I.P.) is an endurance event and is
conducted as a knock-out tournament. The goal is to
ride the fastest time over the distance. The fastest two
riders in the qualifying round race in the gold medal final
and the next two fastest contest the bronze medal final.
In qualifying all riders complete the distance to post a
time but in the finals if a rider overtakes their opponent
they are declared the winner.
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The time trial is a race against the clock with no room
for error. The difference between gold and silver can
be as little as a thousandth of a second. The bike is
locked in a starting gate and the riders must time
their first pedal stroke to match the gate release.
From a standing start they must quickly get up to
maximum speed and maintain it for the distance.

INDIVIDUAL TIME TRIAL

A spectator favourite, the elimination is a stand
alone event as well as also being included in the
omnium. The Elimination race is a race in which
the last rider across the line (determined by the
last back wheel) in the field is eliminated from the
competition every second lap until only two riders
remain, then sprint for the finish.

ELIMINATION

 Tempo Race: Run over 10km for men and
7.5km for women in championship events,
after the first four laps, this bunch race
features a sprint on every lap, with the first
rider across the line winning one point. The
rider accumulating the most points is
deemed the winner. Any rider that gains a
lap on the main field is awarded 20 points,
with any rider that loses a lap on the main
field being deducted 20 points.



This multiple race event combines four different disciplines to determine the best all-around track rider. The disciplines
are:
The Scratch race (15km men and 10km women) with the first rider across the line declared the winner.
The Tempo race (10km men and 7.5km women). After the first four laps the riders will sprint every lap with the winner
awarded one point. The rider with the most points at the end of the race wins overall.
The Elimination race in which the last rider across the line (determined by the last back wheel) in the field is eliminated
from the competition every second lap until only two riders remain, then sprint for the finish.
The Points race (25km for men and 20km for women) determined by points accrued by winning a lap or in sprints which
take place every 10 laps. Riders can also get 20 points by lapping the field where they then re-join the race at the back of
the pack.
Points from the first three events are awarded based on placing e.g. 40 for the winner, 38 for second, 36 for third and so on
with 21st to 24th riders awarded one point each.
The Points race determines the final result of the Omnium with riders earning points during the race instead of
from their placing. Sprints occur every ten laps, with 5 points for 1st, 3 for 2nd, 2 for 3rd and 1 for fourth, with 20
points for each lap gained and 20 points deducted for each lap lost. The Points race is the critical element with
major placings often changing significantly based on this final event.

The Madison (25km for men and 20km for women) is derived from six-
day races which began in 1899 in Madison Square Garden in New York.
It involves teams of two riders working together in a tag team format
- with only one rider racing at any one time and the other rider riding
around the top of the track. This is achieved by a hand-sling from one
rider to the next. Points are scored on the same format as the Points
Race.

EVENT PROFILES

MADISON

OMNIUM



COMPETITOR LIST



                         N I C O L E  M U R R A Y

                         D E V O N  B R I G G S

Have a read through some rider bios for just a few of the
top names who will be racing at this event!

P A R A  C Y C L I N G  R I D E R  B I O S

Coach: Damian Wiseman 
From: Cambridge 
Classification: Men’s C4 
Impairment (Disability): Bilateral Talipes (club feet) 
Specialist Event: Track- Kilo, IP 
Story:  "When the velodrome first opened, I did my first “have a go”
session in hiking boots and from there I was hooked, Over the past 8
years it has developed into an amazing career with the potential to
travel the world doing the thing I love, riding my bike."

Coach: Damian Wiseman 
From: Ngahinapouri 
Classification: Women C5
Impairment (Disability): Left hand amputee 
Specialist Event: (Track) Kilo, IP, (Road) TT 
Story: Waikato based Para cyclist Nicole Murray has been in the
Paralympics New Zealand Para Cycling Programme since 2015,
competing at a variety of national and international competitions.
She made her international debut in Rio de Janeiro at the 2018
UCI Para Cycling Track World Championships. Nicole exceeded all
expectations including her own, winning a silver medal and
smashing many personal best times. 
Nicole sees no shortage of activity even outside of her sport and
enjoys caving and surfing in her spare time. The skills she
developed through previously working as a cave guide have also
added to her value within the team.
Nicole was selected to the New Zealand Paralympic Team for
Tokyo 2020, competing in Track and Road Events, Nicole is also
current Women’s C5 Scratch Race and Omnium World
Champion. 



From: I 'm from Saitama, Japan
Discipline: Sprint
Favourite Event: Sprint. No reason, I just like it :) 
Best Results: Sprint Asian Champion

R I Y U  O H T A

From: I am from the Czech Republic, living in Pilsen
Discipline: Endurance track as well as road
Favourite Event: My favourite event is probably the Madison,
even though I haven't raced on track much until 2022. I have a
lot to learn, because Madison requires you to be strong
physically as well as tactically and technically and that's
exciting! Also having a partner to race with makes it quite
special.
Best Results: Silver in Madison National Championships and
2nd at Grand Prix Brno Madison UCI C1

H A N A  H E Ř M A N O V S K Á  

From: I am From Hamilton 
Discipline: Sprint cycling 
Favourite Event: My favourite event would definitely have to be
the Team Sprint! I love this event because I get to race with
some awesome teammates, go super-fast and share the success
with my mates! 
Best Results: Commonwealth Games Gold medallist in the
Team Sprint 2022

O L I V I A  K I N G

Have a read through some rider bios for just a few of the
top names who will be racing at this event!

E L I T E  W O M E N  R I D E R  B I O S



From: I 'm originally from Louisiana but go to University in
Colorado in the U.S.
Discipline: I am focused on endurance events on track but also
race a bit of road
Favourite Event: I really enjoy the Point's Race and it is
probably my favourite event. I like how long it is and how many
chances you have at figuring out what works and different ways
to win
Best Result: Points Race U23 National Champion, Omnium U23
National Champion, Stand Alone Scratch Race Win UCI C1 T-
Town Summer Games

L A N C E  A B S H I R E

From: Okayama, Japan
Discipline: Sprint
Favourite Event: Sprint. Sprint is a race of one-on-one. That's
why I really like the sprint event!
Best Results: Sprint World Championships Top 10, TSP Asian
Champion

K A I Y A  O T A

From: I am proudly from Te Waiharakeke (Blenheim)
Discipline : As a member of the Elite National Sprint
Programme, I compete in the Team Sprint, Keirin, and Sprint
events, though leading into Paris 2024 I’m focusing solely upon
the individual events (Keirin and Match Sprint) 
Favourite Event: My favourite event is the Keirin - I love the
feeling of tension and anticipation building as the bike gets the
field up to speed, and then the chaotic, dynamic, and exciting
style of racing which follows. As with any style of sprint racing it
rewards decisiveness, and confidence. 
Best Result: 2019 Hong Kong World Cup Keirin Gold, more
recently, 5th in the Keirin final at the 2022 Commonwealth
Games. 
 

C A L L U M  S A U N D E R S

Have a read through some rider bios for just a few of the
top names who will be racing at this event!

E L I T E  M E N  R I D E R  B I O S



C1 PROGRAMME

*Subject to change



*Subject to change

C1 PROGRAMME



C2 PROGRAMME

*Subject to change


